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16 Abstract

17 Infectious diseases and invasive species are strong drivers of biological systems that may interact 

18 to shift plant community composition. Disease and invasion can each directly suppress native 

19 populations, but variation in responses among native species to disease, invasion, and their 

20 combined effects are not well characterized. Here, we quantified the responses of three native 

21 North American grass species to experimental inoculation with the fungal pathogen Bipolaris 

22 gigantea, which has recently emerged in populations of the invasive grass Microstegium 

23 vimineum, causing leaf spot disease. In a greenhouse experiment, we examined the direct effects 

24 of disease on the native species and the indirect effects of disease on the native species through 

25 altered competition with M. vimineum, which was planted at a range of densities. Pathogen 

26 inoculation directly affected each of the three native species in unique ways, by increasing, 

27 decreasing, or not changing their biomass relative to mock inoculation. Higher M. vimineum 

28 densities, however, reduced the biomass of all three native species, regardless of inoculation 

29 treatment, suggesting that disease had no indirect effects through altered competition. In 

30 addition, competition with M. vimineum suppressed native plant biomass to a greater extent than 

31 disease. The differential impacts of B. gigantea and the consistent impacts of M. vimineum on 

32 native species biomass suggest that disease may modify native plant community composition 

33 while plant invasion may suppress multiple native plant species in systems where these drivers 

34 co-occur.

35

36
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37 Introduction

38 Both plant invasions and infectious diseases can afflict natural plant communities [1,2] 

39 by reducing plant diversity and biomass production [3–5]. Invasive species and disease outbreaks 

40 can co-occur in communities because the species are co-introduced, or because invasive species 

41 amplify disease transmission [6]. The combined effects of plant invasion and disease can impact 

42 communities in a number of ways: by maintaining community structure, by suppressing native 

43 species more than would either driver on its own, or by slowing or even reversing the invasion 

44 [7,8]. Which of these outcomes occurs depends on the responses of the invasive species and the 

45 co-occurring native species to infection [9,10]. Pairwise tests of disease-mediated competition 

46 between native and invasive plant species have identified possible outcomes of invasion and 

47 disease [11–14]. However, the relevant guild of native species in natural communities is often 

48 diverse, and it is unclear how native plant species vary in their responses to the combined effects 

49 of invasion and disease.

50 Disease can affect native species in at least two ways: by directly infecting native species 

51 and suppressing their survival or performance [5], or indirectly by modifying competition with 

52 other species [15]. Invasive species may enhance the transmission of pathogens or the disease 

53 impacts experienced by native species, which is termed “spillover” when the pathogen originates 

54 from the invasive species and “spillback” when the pathogen persists locally in the absence of 

55 the invasive species [16,17]. For example, high densities of invasive cheatgrass (Bromus 

56 tectorum) promoted spillover of a fungal pathogen to native plant seeds [18]. Pathogen infection 

57 of native plants can reduce growth, reproduction, and survival [5], as well as induce 

58 compensatory growth and reproduction [19,20]. The impacts of disease on natural plant 

59 populations and communities can, at times, match or exceed those of herbivores [21].
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60 Disease can promote coexistence or competitive exclusion between invasive and native 

61 species [15]. If disease disproportionately impacts the invasive species, reductions in growth and 

62 resource uptake may release the native species from competition, which occurred when a 

63 powdery mildew fungus infected garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata) [14]. In contrast, disease-

64 induced fitness costs may reduce native species’ competitive ability, which is hypothesized to 

65 have promoted invasion of European grasses in California [11,13]. Plant species can vary widely 

66 in their competitive ability when interacting with invasive plants [22,23], their susceptibility to 

67 infection [24,25], and their performance losses due to disease [20,26]. Differential responses of 

68 native species to invasion and disease could determine how the native plant community responds 

69 to disease-mediated competition.

70 Here we investigated how a pathogen that is known to suppress growth and reproduction 

71 of an invasive plant species [24,27] might directly or indirectly affect three native plant species. 

72 First, we evaluated the direct effects of pathogen inoculation on the invasive and native species 

73 in a greenhouse experiment, hypothesizing that disease would suppress invasive species growth 

74 [24,27]. We were uncertain about how disease would affect the native species, but acknowledged 

75 that a range of outcomes were possible given interspecific variation in host-pathogen interactions 

76 [24–26]. Then, we examined whether pathogen inoculation modified the competitive effect of 

77 the invasive species on each of the native species using an additive competition experimental 

78 design [28,29]. We hypothesized that pathogen inoculation would reduce the competitive effect 

79 of the invasive species, but that disease-induced losses experienced by some native species 

80 would exacerbate the impacts of invader competition.

81

82 Materials and methods
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83 Study system

84 Microstegium vimineum (stiltgrass, hereafter Microstegium) is an annual grass species 

85 native to Asia that was first recorded in the wild in the United States in 1919 [30]. Microstegium 

86 forms dense populations and litter layers in eastern and midwestern U.S. forest understories, 

87 suppressing herbaceous plants and tree seedlings [23,31]. Over the last two decades, 

88 Microstegium has acquired fungal leaf spot infections from species in the genus Bipolaris that 

89 reduce its biomass and seed production [24,27]. Dichanthelium clandestinum (deer-tongue grass, 

90 hereafter Dichanthelium), Elymus virginicus (Virginia wild rye, hereafter Elymus), and 

91 Eragrostis spectabilis (purple lovegrass, hereafter Eragrostis) are grass species that are native to 

92 the U.S., co-occur with Microstegium, and may be susceptible to infection by Bipolaris spp. that 

93 infect Microstegium [24,27,32,33]. 

94 We collected Microstegium seeds from Big Oaks National Wildlife Refuge (BONWR) in 

95 Madison, IN, USA in 2015. We obtained Elymus and Eragrostis seeds from Prairie Moon 

96 Nursery (Winona, MN, USA) and Dichanthelium seeds from Sheffield’s Seed Company (Locke, 

97 NY, USA) in 2018. All seeds were stored at 4°C. The fungal isolate of Bipolaris gigantea 

98 originated from a litter competition study conducted in a greenhouse in Gainesville, FL, USA 

99 (S1 Appendix). Briefly, dried Microstegium litter that had been collected from BONWR in 2018 

100 was placed in a layer over pots of Microstegium seedlings, which were enclosed with thin 

101 transparent plastic bag to maintain high humidity. Seedlings developed eyespot lesions with light 

102 centers and dark brown edges, characteristic of Bipolaris infection (Fig. 1C). Leaves with 

103 eyespot lesions were collected and incubated at 28°C for 24 h.  Large conidia on conidiophores 

104 characteristic of B. gigantea [34] were observed in lesions and were transferred by sterilized 

105 dissecting needle to half-strength V8 media agar plates. Hyphal tip transfers of the single spore 
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106 colony to additional agar plates were made to obtain a pure fungal culture, BGLMS-1. The 

107 isolate was stored on sterile filter paper at 4°C [27].

108

109 Fig. 1. Experimental methods. Illustration of (A) the experimental design, (B) an example of 

110 the realized Microstegium density gradient (with Dichanthelium as the native species), and (C) 

111 an example of Bipolaris-like lesions on a Microstegium leaf from the experiment. Circles in A 

112 represent 1 L pots, with “N” indicating the central position of the native plant and the intensity of 

113 green shading indicating the Microstegium density (planted density values labelled below pots). 

114 Each represented pot was replicated four times.

115

116 Greenhouse experiment

117 We performed the experiment in a greenhouse in Gainesville, FL, USA, from June 26, 

118 2019 to September 12, 2019. The potting mix used in the experiment (Jolly Gardener Pro-Line 

119 Custom Growing Mix) was autoclaved at 120–130C for 30 minutes and all pots and trays were 

120 sprayed with 10% bleach solution (0.6% sodium hypochlorite) and rinsed with tap water after 

121 approximately five minutes to minimize risk of contamination by non-focal pathogens. To 

122 quantify the effect of Microstegium competition on the native species, we planted one individual 

123 of a native species in the center of each 1 L pot and 0, 2, 10, 50, or 100 Microstegium around the 

124 native plant [28,29] (Fig. 1A). The native species were transplanted from germination trays to 

125 the 1 L pots after growing in the greenhouse for 21 days, and the Microstegium were added to 

126 the 1 L pots as seeds (50 and 100 seed numbers estimated by weight). We chose native plant 

127 individuals that were similar in size (2 to 3 true leaves) to transplant into pots for the experiment. 

128 The 15 plant combinations (each of the three native species with five Microstegium densities) 
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129 were replicated eight times, half of which were inoculated with B. gigantea and half of which 

130 were mock-inoculated. 

131 To prepare inoculum for the experiment, the B. gigantea isolate (BGLMS-1) was revived 

132 from 4°C storage by placing colonized, 3 to 5 mm diameter, filter paper pieces on half-strength 

133 V8 media agar plates. Fungal colonies grew under 12 h day and night fluorescent light at 26°C 

134 for one week and were transferred to new half-strength V8 media agar plates. Conidia were 

135 harvested from fungal colonies by flooding plates with 10 ml of sterile deionized water with 

136 0.1% Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). The resulting conidia suspension was 

137 filtered through a layer of cheese cloth, and conidia were quantified with a Spencer Bright-Line 

138 hemacytometer (American Optical Company, Buffalo, NY, USA).  The concentration of 

139 inoculum was adjusted to 15,000 conidia/ml and applied to plants with a Passche H-202S 

140 airbrush sprayer (Kenosha, WI, USA). Inoculations occurred six days after planting, and half of 

141 the pots were sprayed until runoff with the spore suspension while the other half were sprayed 

142 with the same volume of water with 0.1% Tween 20 (i.e., mock inoculation control). To 

143 encourage infection, we placed a wet paper towel in each pot and sealed each pot with a 

144 transparent plastic bag secured with a rubber band. The plastic bags and paper towels were 

145 removed after seven days [35]. 

146 Prior to inoculation, plants were hand-watered and then watered with a lawn sprinkler 

147 daily, during which time we constructed a drip irrigation system. Following inoculation, the 

148 plants were watered daily for eight minutes with a drip irrigation system to help control for 

149 variation in water application. Ten days after bag removal, all plants were sprayed with Garden 

150 Safe insecticidal soap (Bridgeton, MO, USA) to help control aphids and thrips.

151 Data collection
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152 To assess disease incidence 14 days after inoculation, we recorded the number of 

153 Microstegium leaves with Bipolaris-like lesions (Fig. 1C) and the total number of leaves for 

154 three Microstegium plants (or two plants for the pots with only two) per pot. The number of 

155 leaves per plant were averaged within pots and multiplied by the total number of plants per pot, 

156 based on seeding rate, to estimate the total number of Microstegium leaves per pot. We counted 

157 the number of leaves with lesions and the total number of leaves of native plants that received 

158 the pathogen inoculation treatment and had lesions. None of the plants in mock-inoculated pots 

159 had lesions with one exception: in one pot that contained Dichanthelium and 100 Microstegium 

160 plants, 46 Microstegium leaves had lesions. We concluded that this pot was inadvertently 

161 inoculated and removed it from the analyses. To assess plant performance, we harvested the 

162 aboveground biomass of all pots on September 12, 2019, separated the native plants from the 

163 Microstegium, dried the biomass at 60°C to constant mass, and weighed it.

164 Statistical analyses

165 To evaluate disease incidence experienced by plants across the Microstegium density 

166 gradient, we fit a generalized linear regression to the estimated proportion of Microstegium 

167 leaves with lesions per pathogen-inoculated pot using Microstegium density (the number of 

168 Microstegium seeds added to each pot), native species identity, and their interaction as the 

169 explanatory variables. The model was fit with Bayesian statistical inference using the brm 

170 function in the brms package [36], an interface for Stan [37], in R version 3.5.2 [38]. The model 

171 contained three Markov chains with 6000 iterations each and a discarded burn-in period of 1000 

172 iterations. We chose prior distributions based on whether model variables could reasonably take 

173 on negative values in addition to positive values (Gaussian or Cauchy) or not (gamma or 

174 exponential). We chose parameters for prior distributions that reflected limited a priori 
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175 information about variable values. We used a binomial response distribution and a Gaussian 

176 distribution for the intercept and coefficient priors (location = 0, scale = 10). There were too few 

177 native plant leaves with lesions to statistically analyze disease incidence, nevertheless, we 

178 present these results graphically to assess qualitative patterns.

179 To evaluate the effects of Microstegium density and pathogen inoculation on 

180 Microstegium performance, we fit a linear regression to Microstegium biomass:

181
𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ~ 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 × 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

× (𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦2).

182 This formulation allowed us to estimate separate quadratic relationships between Microstegium 

183 biomass and Microstegium density for each native species–inoculation treatment combination. 

184 We used a Gaussian response distribution, a Gaussian distribution for the intercept prior 

185 (location = 2, scale = 10) and the coefficient priors (location = 0, scale = 10), and a Cauchy 

186 distribution for the standard deviation prior (location = 0, scale = 1). Otherwise, the model was 

187 fit using the same methods described for disease incidence.

188 To evaluate the direct effects, and indirect effects through Microstegium competition, of 

189 inoculation treatment on native plant performance, we fit a Beverton-Holt function to native 

190 plant biomass:

191 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 =
𝑏0

1 +  𝛼 ×  𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦.

192 We fit this function to all of the native plant biomass data, estimating separate b0 (biomass in the 

193 absence of competition) and ⍺ (the competitive effect of Microstegium) values for each native 

194 species–inoculation treatment combination. We used a Gaussian response distribution, a Gamma 

195 distribution for the b0 prior (shape = 2, scale = 1), an exponential distribution for the  prior (rate 

196 = 0.5), and a Cauchy distribution for the standard deviation prior (location = 0, scale = 1). 

197 Otherwise, the model was fit using the same methods described for disease incidence. To 
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198 evaluate differences in b0 and  between treatments, we subtracted the estimate for one treatment 

199 from the other for each posterior sample (n = 1500) and then calculated the mean and 95% 

200 highest posterior density interval using the mean_hdi function in the tidybayes package [39]. To 

201 assess model fits, we checked that the r-hat value for each parameter was equal to one, visually 

202 examined convergence of the three chains, and compared the observed data to simulated data 

203 from the posterior predictive distributions using the pp_check function [36]. We report results as 

204 statistically significant if their 95% credible intervals omit zero. We used the tidyverse packages 

205 to clean data and create figures [40]. 

206

207 Results

208 Disease incidence on Microstegium decreased with increasing Microstegium density, 

209 especially when Microstegium was grown with Dichanthelium and Eragrostis (S1 Table). This 

210 pattern arose because pots with higher Microstegium densities had more leaves (despite smaller 

211 plants, S1 Fig.), but similar numbers of leaves with lesions as pots with lower Microstegium 

212 densities (Fig. 2). 

213

214 Fig. 2. Microstegium disease incidence. The effect of Microstegium density (seeds per pot) on 

215 the estimated proportion of Microstegium leaves with lesions following pathogen inoculation in 

216 the presence of (A) Dichanthelium, (B) Elymus, and (C) Eragrostis (mean   95% confidence 

217 intervals). All leaves with lesions were counted and the total number leaves per pot were 

218 estimated by counting the number of leaves on up to three plants per pot. The average estimated 

219 proportion of leaves with lesions for each density level are printed along the top of each panel.

220
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221 Pathogen inoculation resulted in lesions on all three native plant species but only in the 

222 presence of Microstegium (Fig. 3). Elymus was the most susceptible native species, with lesions 

223 forming on seven out of 20 plants (Fig. 3B), relative to three out of 20 plants for each of the 

224 other species (Fig. 3A, C). Of the plants with lesions, higher Microstegium density tended to 

225 increase the proportion of leaves with lesions, for example, 17% of Dichanthelium leaves had 

226 lesions when grown with 100 Microstegium vs. 10% with 10 Microstegium. Similarly, 38% of 

227 Elymus leaves had lesions when grown with 100 Microstegium vs. 23% with 10 Microstegium. 

228

229 Fig. 3. Native plant disease incidence. The effect of Microstegium density (seeds per pot) on 

230 the number of (A) Dichanthelium, (B) Elymus, and (C) Eragrostis plants with lesions following 

231 pathogen inoculation. 

232

233 Pathogen inoculation did not alter Microstegium biomass relative to the mock inoculation 

234 control (Fig. 4, S2 Table). Microstegium biomass increased with Microstegium density (S2 

235 Table) and tended to vary in shape, although not significantly, when grown with the three 

236 species: saturating at high densities when grown with Dichanthelium (Fig. 4A), increasing nearly 

237 linearly when grown with Elymus (Fig. 4B), and peaking at intermediate densities when grown 

238 with Eragrostis (Fig. 4B).

239

240 Fig. 4. Microstegium biomass. The effect of Microstegium density (seeds per pot) and 

241 inoculation treatment on the biomass of Microstegium in the presence of (A) Dichanthelium, (B) 

242 Elymus, and (C) Eragrostis. Observations (points and error bars, mean  95% confidence 

243 intervals) and model fits (lines and shaded ribbons, mean   95% credible intervals) are shown.
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244

245 The direct effects of pathogen inoculation on native plant biomass depended on the native 

246 plant species (S3 Table). In the absence of Microstegium, pathogen inoculation increased 

247 Dichanthelium biomass (Fig. 5A), decreased Elymus biomass (Fig. 5B), and had no effect on 

248 Eragrostis biomass (Fig. 5C) relative to the mock inoculation control. The effect of 

249 Microstegium density on native biomass was consistent across the native species (S3 Table) and 

250 was not modified by the inoculation treatment (Fig. 5).

251

252 Fig. 5. Native plant biomass. The effect of Microstegium density (seeds per pot) and 

253 inoculation treatment on the biomass of (A) Dichanthelium, (B) Elymus, and (C) Eragrostis. 

254 Main plots show observations (points and error bars, mean  95% confidence intervals) and 

255 model fits (lines and shaded ribbons, mean   95% credible intervals). Inset plots show the 

256 model-estimated direct (b0) and indirect (⍺) effects of the inoculation treatment on native plant 

257 biomass (mean   95% credible intervals).

258

259 Discussion

260 We evaluated how a pathogen that is known to suppress the performance of an invasive 

261 plant [24,27] directly, and indirectly via modification of competition, affected three native 

262 species. Pathogen inoculation did not significantly affect Microstegium biomass relative to the 

263 mock inoculation control and it had contrasting effects on the native plant species by increasing 

264 Dichanthelium biomass, decreasing Elymus biomass, and having no effect on Eragrostis 

265 biomass. The negative effect of Microstegium density on biomass for each of the native species 

266 was the same whether plants were inoculated with the pathogen or the control. These results 
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267 suggest that disease caused by Bipolaris may alter the community composition of native species, 

268 but that Microstegium invasion has a consistently large negative effect on native species, 

269 potentially overshadowing the effects of disease.

270 Experimentally suppressing Bipolaris infection using fungicide in the field increased 

271 Microstegium biomass by 33–39% [24,27], suggesting substantial effects of severe disease 

272 symptom development. However, despite using a pathogenic Bipolaris isolate in our experiment, 

273 inoculation caused relatively low levels of disease incidence (relative to approximately 40% of 

274 leaves with lesions documented in the field site where infected litter was collected, Kendig et al. 

275 unpublished data), which had no effect on Microstegium biomass relative to the mock 

276 inoculation control. Plant disease transmission and incidence depends on the favorability and 

277 duration of environmental conditions and the inoculum load [41,42]. Our experiment relied on a 

278 single inoculation and extended incubation; however, field conditions that result in cycles of leaf 

279 wetness events (e.g., dew or precipitation) can enhance fungal infection [41] and promote 

280 multiple disease cycles throughout the growing season. The concentration of Bipolaris conidia in 

281 our experimental inoculations was limited by the number of conidia we could harvest from agar 

282 plates in the lab and was relatively low (15,000 conidia/ml compared to e.g., 105 conidia/ml 

283 [42]). While the conditions for leaf wetness and conidia suspension concentration likely limited 

284 the possible extent of disease incidence, they may reflect initial disease dynamics in the field, 

285 which is consistent with the age of plants we used in the experiment. Because inoculated 

286 Microstegium plants had lesions and plants in the control treatment did not, it is also possible 

287 that similar biomass responses between plants in each of the inoculation treatments was due to 

288 tolerance or compensatory growth during the initial cycle of disease progression. In contrast, the 
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289 absence of a pathogen inoculation effect on Eragrostis, which had few lesions, may be because 

290 of disease resistance. 

291 It is likely that spillover or spillback of pathogens from invasive to native plants will have 

292 distinct effects on different native species [18,26]. The three native species in the experiment 

293 demonstrated unique responses to pathogen inoculation in the absence of Microstegium. 

294 Interestingly, no fungal lesions were observed on these native plants despite seven days of 

295 incubation inside plastic bags. The absence of visible symptoms, however, does not necessarily 

296 indicate a lack of infection. For example, some fungi are asymptomatic endophytes of invasive 

297 Crofton weed (Ageratina adenophora) but cause visible leaf spots on co-occurring plant species 

298 [43]. Future efforts that aim to better characterize host-pathogen interactions between 

299 Microstegium or native plant species and Bipolaris fungi could confirm infection by attempting 

300 to re-isolate the fungus after disease symptoms do or don’t develop. The range of pathogen 

301 inoculation effects, from negative (on Elymus) to positive (on Dichanthelium), is consistent with 

302 variation in Bipolaris disease incidence across species [33] and adheres to the theory of a 

303 context-dependent mutualism-parasitism continuum that has been applied to microbes such as 

304 mycorrhizae [44]. Plant-soil feedback studies suggest that the relative abundance of species in 

305 the field can be predicted by growth responses to soil microbe manipulations [45,46]. However, 

306 whether disease-induced changes in growth, survival, or reproduction of native and invasive 

307 plant species are sufficient to plant shift community structure is an important area of research 

308 [15]. 

309 The available studies on disease-mediated competition between invasive and native plant 

310 species indicate that infection of invasive plants can contribute to either native plant persistence 

311 or recovery [12,14,27,47]. However, in our experiment, inoculation with Bipolaris did not 
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312 modify the effect of Microstegium density on the three native species relative to the mock 

313 inoculation control, suggesting that competitive effects of Microstegium on native species are 

314 likely to be consistent in the presence or absence of low levels of disease incidence. The 

315 magnitude of competitive effects of Microstegium on native plant biomass under these 

316 conditions far exceeded those of pathogen inoculation, which may be common across plant 

317 communities [48]. Because our experimental methods and conditions may have limited the 

318 impacts of Bipolaris leaf spot disease, it is crucial to explore disease-mediated competitive 

319 effects of Microstegium in the field or with methods that may result in disease incidence 

320 approaching levels observed in the field. Nonetheless, the impacts of Bipolaris on Microstegium 

321 competition may simply be minor, as has been demonstrated for disease effects on cheatgrass 

322 competition [12] and herbivory effects on Amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii) competition 

323 with native species [49]. In that case, competitive effects of Microstegium on native species are 

324 likely to overshadow the effects of Bipolaris-induced disease.

325 We used a greenhouse experiment to demonstrate that a fungal leaf spot pathogen that 

326 has accumulated on a widespread invasive grass has differential effects on native species but 

327 does not modify native–invasive plant competition. Complementary experiments in the field 

328 could help determine whether these findings are consistent when disease impacts on the invasive 

329 species are stronger. Transmission of Bipolaris may depend on Microstegium densities, 

330 potentially creating feedbacks between infection and density, which we controlled for in our 

331 experiment. The competitive effects of native plant species on Microstegium in the presence and 

332 absence of disease also may be important for understanding long-term community dynamics [8]. 

333 The emergence of infectious diseases in invaded plant communities may lead to natural 

334 biological control of the invasive species [7], exacerbated effects of invasion if the pathogen 
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335 spills over or spills back to native species [11], or there may be no effect of disease [8]. 

336 Altogether, our study suggests that the presence of disease in this system is unlikely to modify 

337 the large negative impact of the invasive species on native species.

338
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476 S1 Table. Microstegium disease incidence model. Model-estimated parameters for generalized 

477 linear regression of the estimated proportion of Microstegium leaves with lesions from the 

478 pathogen inoculation treatment. Estimate is the mean and Est. Error is the standard deviation of 

479 the posterior distribution. Q2.5 and Q97.5 are the lower and upper 95% credible intervals, 

480 respectively. Estimates with 95% credible intervals that exclude zero are in bold.

481 S2 Table. Microstegium biomass model. Model-estimated parameters for linear regression 

482 model of Microstegium biomass. Estimate is the mean and Est. Error is the standard deviation of 

483 the posterior distribution. Q2.5 and Q97.5 are the lower and upper 95% credible intervals, 

484 respectively. Estimates with 95% credible intervals that exclude zero are in bold.

485 S3 Table. Native plant biomass model. Model-estimated direct and indirect effects of pathogen 

486 inoculation on native plant biomass for each native species and competitive effects of 

487 Microstegium on the native species under mock inoculation. Estimate is the mean and Q2.5 and 

488 Q97.5 are the lower and upper 95% credible intervals, respectively. Estimates with 95% credible 

489 intervals that exclude zero are in bold.

490 S1 Fig. Estimated Microstegium leaves. The effect of Microstegium density on the estimated 

491 number of Microstegium leaves per plant when grown in the presence of (A) Dichanthelium, (B) 

492 Elymus, and (C) Eragrostis (mean   95% confidence intervals). Up to three plants were counted 

493 per pot.
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